Introduction
Robust response to ellipsis (fragmentary sentences) is essential to acceptable natural language interfaces. For instance, an experiment with the REL English query system showed 10% elliptical input (Thompson, 1980 One general strategy has been to substitute fragments into the analysis of the previous input, e.g., substituting parse trees of the elliptical input into the parse trees of the previous input in LIFER (Hendrix, et al., 1978) . This only applies to inputs of the same type, e.g., repeated questions. Allen (1979) deals with some examples of expansion ellipsis, by fitting a parsed elliptical input into a model of the speaker's plan. This is similar to other methods that interpret fragments by placing them into prepared fields in frames or case slots (Schank et al., 1980; Hayes and Mouradian, 1980; Waltz, 1978) . This approach seems most applicable to limiteddomain systems.
3.
The Heuristic Table I An ATN Path for "Were you Angry?" An elliptical input of "Was he?" following "Were you angry?" could be understeed by traversing all of the arcs as in Table I .
Following point I above, "was" and "he" would be substituted for "were" and "you". Following point 3, in traversing the arc (CAT ADJ ... (TO Sz)) the lexical item "angry" from the previous input would be used. Item 4 is illustrated by an elliptical input of "Was the old man?"; this is understood by traversing the arcs at the S level of Our technique is to restrict the mapping such that any expected parse path is generated by applying only one transformation and applying it only once. A special feature of our transformational system is the automatic allowance for dialogue diexis.
An expected parse path for the answer to "Were you angry?" is given in Table 2 .
Note in Table 2 , "you" has become "I" and "were" has become "was" "was " Sy "angry" Sz Table 2 Declarative for the expected answer for "Were you angry?".
Using this path, the ellipsis interpreter de'scribed in Section 3.1 would understand the ellipses in "a)" and "b)" below, in the same way as "a')" and "b'i" a) I was. a') I was angry.
b) ~y spouse was.
b') My spouse was angry. 
. (TO S))
Probably (I was angry).
(PUSH PF ... (To s))
For a time (I was angry). Has the boss given our mutual friend a raise? A fat raise.
(PUS~ ~P
Allowing arbitrary gaps between the substrings of the ellipsis allows an interpretation such as "A (boss has given our) fat (friend a) raise."
While it may be possible to view all contextual ellipsis as combinations of the operations repetition, replacement, and expansion applied to something, our model makes the strong assumption that these operations may be viewed as applying to an ATN path rather straightforwardly related to the previous utterance.
Not all expansions can be viewed that way, as example f in Section I illustrates. Also, answers of "No" require special processing; that response in answer to "Were you angry" should not be interpreted as "No, I was angry."
One should be able to account for such examples within the heuristic described in this paper, perhaps by allowing the transformation system described in section 3.2 to be completely general rather than strongly restricted to one and only one transformation application.
Rowever, we propose handling such cases by special purpose rules we are developing. These rules for the special cases, plus the mechanism described in section 3 together will be formally equivalent in predictive power to a grammar for elliptical forms. 
